Abstract. Categorical relations between the categories of differential, Frolicher, structured and F-structured spaces are determined and some of the forgetful functors defined on these categories axe seen to be topological. The category of differential spaces is seen to be not Cartesian closed (the category of Frolicher spaces is Cartesian closed). Finally, a concrete simple example showing how the the radiation filled Robertson-Walker universe (one space dimension) has a suitable Frolicher space but not of necessity a structured space model is given.
Introduction
Let X be a topological space. A subsheaf &x of the sheaf of real valued continuous functions on X defines a differential structure on X if
PROPERTY SC: /L, /2, • • •, fn £ &x(U)
for U an open subset of X and
w G C°°(R") imply u>(f u / 2 , • • •, f n ) e &x(U).
See Sasin [16] . For such a differential structure, the pair (X,6x) is called a structured space and the pair (X, with the initial topology given by the real valued functions / : X -> R in &x(X) is called a differential space. It is easy to see that, for each open subset U of X, U with the restriction of &x to U is a structured space. The differential space space; in other words, $r&x{U) = &x(U). A map (X,6x) -+ (Y,6y) is smooth if it is differentiable as a map of structured spaces and the category consisting of F-structured spaces and smooth maps between them is denoted FSTR.
Aside from historical convention, there is little reason to choose between the words smooth or differentiable. In section 3, we show that there is a commutative diagram in the category of categories:
FRL -DSP ¿2

FSTR-^STR <• 3
where the various ¿'s are imbeddings. It is clear how ¿i and 14 should be defined and that they are full faithful imbeddings. We define a natural imbedding ¿3 in section 1 and similarly define ¿2 i n section 3. DEFINITION 
A F-structured space (X, &x) is extendible if there is a basis U for its topology and, for each U € U, a set B(U) contained in the set of scalars U -• R and generating the structure on the Frolicher space (U,&x(U),r&x(U))
(see page 3 in such that every f G B(U) extends to an element of &x{X). We let EFSTR denote the full subcategory of FSTR consisting of extendible F-structured spaces.
We show in section 1 that the forgetful functor U : EFSTR SETS is topological and present an example under our example on group quotients to show that not every F-structured space is an extendible F-structured space. Since for a Frolicher space the subspace Frolicher structures are defined by global functions, it is easy to show that the image of FRL under ¿2 is contained in EFSTR.
In section 4, to show that spaces with differential structure can be useful, we show how the singularity of the Robertson-Walker radiation filled universe (curvature 0) can be defined in terms of Frolicher spaces and how one can compute connection coefficients and geodesies. We compare the construction here with that one might find using the work of M. Heller (x\,..., Xj) and 1 is the constant function with value 1 (any value can be chosen as u) is independent of the last p coordinates). Thus, k|w £ S*(W). Clearly, restriction makes 6* into a presheaf. hj\ UinUj for l,j E I, then h : U -» R, defined by setting h(x) = hi(x) for x E Ui, belongs to 6**(U). Since V is a topological basis for X, one can assume that Ui 6 V for each I.
Now, h E $r&*(U) if and only if h o c is smooth for all c £ r&*(U).
Also, c £ r&*(U) if and only if k o c is smooth for all k E &*(U). Let c € r&*(U),r E B(Ui) and r extend to a function s E &*(U). This is possible since r extends to a function in 6*(X). But then r oc\ c -i(Ui)
= s 0 c I c~l(u t ) must be smooth and since B(Ui) generates the structure on the Frolicher space {Ui,$r&*(Ui),r&*(Ui)), c\ c -1{Ui) E r&*(Ui). It follows then that
is smooth on c~1(i7i).
Since the c~1 (i7/) cover R, h o c : R -• R is smooth and hence h E &**(U)). m
Since 6*(U) c 6**(U), it is now easy to prove: It follows that / € ). Propositiom 1.5 now applies to complete the proof.
• Let (X, F) be a differential space. We ignore the structured spaces which might have given rise to (X, F). We note however that the initial topology T X defined by the functions in F may be different than the topology TX that X has as a structured space. Let U 6 T x . Since DSP is topological over sets, corresponding to the inclusion ijj : U > X, U acquires an initial structure in DSP and thus can be viewed as a differential space (U,Fu)• See [3] . One can then show that the assignment U > FU defines a sheaf on T' x . See M. Heller and W. Sasin [10] for the details required here. One can show without difficulty that the pair (X, is a structured space with a topology such that = and 3(X) = F. There is thus an assignment ¿3 : (X, F) i -• (X, y) from the objects of DSP to the objects of STR. 
Since ^ is a sheaf, go f\ / _ 1([/) e • In the other direction, there is an evident functor U2 • STR -• DSP sending (X, 6) to (X, S(X)). One might view U2 as a forgetful functor. Let U : STR SETS and Ui : DSP SETS denote the forgetful functors which we have seen above to be topological. and g € f)(J7). Since consists of continuous functions on X for the structured space (X, 2)), U is an open subset of X for (X, £>). Locally, g is the restriction of an element in F = £>(X). Since 5) is a sheaf, it follows that g E £>(t/). • To every topological space X, one can associate a structured space (X, Si), the discrete structured space on X, where &i(U) is the collection of continuous function U -* R. Similarly, one can associate to X a structured space (X, 62), the indiscrete structured space on X, where 62 (U) is the set of constant functions U -* R. These associations clearly define functors TOP -> STR where TOP is the category of topological spaces. Thus, a structured space can be indiscrete or discrete with respect to its sheaf as well as topology.
There is a commutative square STR-gs-DSP Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1.1. The primary difference is that a topology T\ on X is given and one must replace it by the coursest topology T* on X finer than TX and the initial topology T for the family {fi : X -• XI}I E J. The initial structured set is (X, 6) where, for (N, (N) ). It can be seen that {0,0'}, as a differential subspace of (jV,9t(./V)), has the indiscrete structure whereas it has, as a structured subspace of (N, 01), the discrete structure.
GROUP QUOTIENTS. Let the group R* = R -{0} act on R 2 and B = R 2 -{(0,0)} by sending (A,2) to Ax. The quotient (B/R*,Sj) in structured spaces is isomorphic to RP 1 . On the other hand, the quotient (R 2 /R*,3) in structured spaces contains the point C = {(0,0)} and, as [9] shows, any smooth function defined on a neighborhood of C is constant. This structured space is easily shown to be a F-structured space but not an extendible F-structured space. Furthermore, (R 2 /R*,3(R 2 /R*)) is an indiscrete differential space. But, (R 2 /R* -{(0, 0)},3|R2/R*-{(O,O)}) I S isomorphic as a structured space to RP 1 . Note that (R 2 /R*,3'), where Z'{U) = R for every open subset U of R 2 /R* viewed as a structured space, has the same underlying (indiscrete) differential space structure as (R 2 /R*,3). This example shows that group quotients might be better taken in STR or FSTR. See [9] .
PRODUCTS. Since U2 is topological, it preserves limits. Let N be the set of natural numbers. Then, the product R N taken in STR is the same as the product taken in DSP. As seen in [3] , the product H* 1 taken in DSP has for structure functions those / : R 1 ** ->• R such that / depends locally on only finitely many variables and is smooth in these variables.
The category DSP is not Cartesian closed
Let & be the set of all x = (xj)igN : R -> R N such that Xj is smooth for each i 6 N and such that if x(a) = 0, then, for each j € N, there is a Mj > 0 From [3] , it is clear that locally every function in F d is dependent on only finitely many variables. Let a* : R -» R denote a smooth function such that 1. di(t) and all derivatives of ai(t) vanish for t < 0 and t > 2. ^ > 0 for 0 < t < ^t and ^ < 0 for ^ < t < 3. For a fixed j and some constant Kj > 0, < Kj for all i.
For this purpose, one can take i 1 (2) ai (t) = e for 0 < t < -r and extend on to be 0 for t < 0 and t > See [11] . Setting a = i , the j-th derivatives of «¿(t) have the form e~'("-*> ^J^^k = t) where
Pj is a polynomial in a and t, k is a non-negative number and d -t(a -t).
Without loss in generality, we consider only values of t such that 0 < t < a. Suppose that x(a) = 0. Fix a number e > 0. Then, for fixed n, there is a 8 n > 0 such that |u(i)| < e + K 0 £ = e + i^o^r if |t-a| < S n . Since e and n are arbitrary, it follows that limt_» a u(t) = 0. Thus, u(t) is continuous at t = a. Since the series u'(t) = X^Si -^n(^) has similar properties to that of u(t) (Condition 2 is not needed.), it is also continuous and, continuing in this way, one finds that u(t) is a smooth function.
• We let from this point on R N denote the Frolicher space defined above . As a preliminary step (but interesting in its own right), we show:
Proof. Let t be the variable on the first factor of R x Then, one can readily show that
is also a scalar on Rx R N for the Frolicher product structure on Rx R N . This is not the case for the differential product structure on 1 x l" where the scalars sure of the form /(£, h\..., hm) with / : R m+1 -> R a smooth function and hi,..., hm G Thus, / must have all partials with respect to t. To see the last assertion does not hold for k, let Mi(t) = ^ai(J2h-i(txn) 2 ).
Then,
n=l n=l
Let now a{(t) now be chosen as in equation 2 and X)n=i(txn) 2 = = bi. Then Proof. Suppose that DSP is Cartesian closed for the usual set adjunction. Let Hd = (H, i*a) denote the differential space with underlying set H = Hompsp(R, R) and with the differential space structure arising from the Cartesian closedness of DSP. Let H{ = (H,$rFd,rFd) be the associated Frolicher space and g : R -• iff a smooth map. Since g : R -* H^ is a differentiate map, as a consequence of the Cartesian closedness of DSP, the map ¿:RxR->R defined by setting g(t, x) = g(t)(x) is also a differentiate map. Then, g is a smooth map and, using the Cartesian closedness of FRL to define the Frólicher space structure Hf r on H, g must also define a smooth map g : R -> H^ = (H, FF R , CF R ). Thus every contour of H{ is also a contour of H b .
Let g : R -> H{ T be a contour of H{ T . Then, g : RxR -> R is a smooth map. Hence, g : R -> H¿ must be a differentiate map and induce a differentiate map g : R -• Hf. Thus, the Frolicher spaces H{ and H{ r have the same contours and are thus equal.
Finally, if DSP is Cartesian closed, one has the natural set bijections:
Hompsp ( where evx is the evaluation map and c maps 1 to a. See [6] . Composing the arrows in this diagram, one sees that evx(/, o) = /(a)-Evaluation is just the same as in sets and hence DSP must be a Cartesian closed category under the usual set adjunction. This contradicts the previous result. • REMARK. Japie Vermeulen provided the author with an outline of the last proof. The author believes that he can show that the category of structured sets FSTR is closed but not necessarily Cartesian closed under the usual set adjunction. To obtain Cartesian closedness in such a proof one would need to show that the product topology of the topologies on two structured spaces was the same as the topology on the product of two structured spaces.
The commutative square relation among differentiably structured categories
There is a full faithful functor ¿1 : FRL -> DSP sending the Frolicher space (X,F,C) to (X,F). See [3] . Thus, as a differential space, (X,F,C) is just (X,F). Composing t\ with ¿3 defined in section 1, one obtains a full faithful imbedding <. 5 : FRL -• STR. We now define a full faithful imbedding ¿2 : FRL -• FSTR. Our most difficult task will be to show that, for the evident full faithful imbedding ¿4 : FSTR -> STR, one has ¿40t 2 = ¿5. Let (X,F,C) be a Frolicher space and U be an open subset of X. Suppose that X is viewed as a differential space and (U, F^) has the initial structure in DSP with respect to the inclusion pu : U X. Thus, Fy consists of functions which are locally the restrictions of elements in F. See [16] . For simplicity, as in topological spaces, we say (U, Fy) or just U is a differential subspace of (X, F). Similarly, suppose that X is viewed as a Frolicher space and (U, Fjj, Cy) has the initial structure in FRL with respect to the inclusion pu :U -• X. Thus, Cy consists of maps c 6 C such that the image of c lies in U. As above, we say that (U, Fy, Cy) is a Frolicher subspace of (X, F, C). We will use later: Proof. Let (X,F,G) and (Y,F',G') be Frolicher spaces. Suppose that 
